Diego Hergueta, Chief of Advanced Control at Repsol‐YPF, after the application trials of
the Adaptive Predictive Expert (ADEX) control methodology carried out at the
Escombreras Refinery in Cartagena (Murcia, Spain), and having evaluated the results
obtained, hereby provides his approval of the results of the trials and the performance
the ADEX algorithm, on the following terms:
Certifies that:
During the week starting March 22, 2004, Adaptive Predictive Expert (ADEX) control
was applied to different processes at the Repsol‐YPF refinery in Escombreras
(Cartagena). The objective of this application was to evaluate the performance and
the user‐friendliness of a software platform called ADEX COP that enables the
application of ADEX controllers via the existing control system (DCS) used at the
refinery. To complete the evaluation, first a pH process with considerable control
problems was considered, a process for which an advanced control technique that
outperformed the operation of conventional PID techniques, was already in operation.
At the same time, ADEX controllers were also applied to other loops, where PID
controllers were generally in operation.
The results of the application of ADEX control to the pH process was satisfactory, and
resulted in the stabilization of the process and a significant reduction of oscillations in
the variable under control compared to the performance of the advanced control
technique previously in operation. Moreover, the application of ADEX controllers to
other control loops was equally satisfactory, and all proved to be very easy to
configure.
Due to the capacity of adaptation, the operating performance obtained by ADEX
controllers, at least in the test completed, was effective practically from the outset of
the test, with the controllers displaying a capacity to respond to changing operating
conditions and unknown perturbations.
Consequentially, and based on the results of the evaluation, Repsol‐YPF considers
ADEX to be a valid advanced control technology and appropriate for application to
processes in the petrochemical industry, and are currently reviewing opportunities for
new applications in the near future.
Madrid, 7 October, 2004.

